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Nickel is a key metal in the low-carbon transition. The industrial chain is a chain network
organization system composed of various layers from the initial production of rawmaterials
to the final product sales. The intensified contradiction between supply and demand can
easily lead to the problem of resource supply security, and the occurrence of supply
shortages will endanger the healthy and orderly development of the whole industrial chain.
Therefore, from the perspective of the industrial chain and based on the trade data related
to the nickel industrial chain, this study first constructs a multi-layer network model of the
nickel industrial chain, and analyzes its trade structure characteristics and the correlation
between different layers. It is found that the export policies of resource exporting countries
may influence trade structure characteristics. On this basis, a multi-layer network crisis
propagation model of the nickel industrial chain is constructed to simulate the impact and
its propagation path of Indonesia supply shock on the entire industrial chain. With the
increase of supply shock in Indonesia, the impact of crisis gradually concentrates to the
downstream. Along the industrial chain, the number of affected countries gradually
increases, but the difference in the impact degree gradually decreases. In addition,
there are certain differences in countries affected by crisis at different layers of the
industrial chain, and the crisis spreads mainly from China and Japan to the countries
in midstream and downstream. The research results can provide corresponding policy
suggestions for countries involved in the nickel trade.
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INTRODUCTION

The Paris Climate Agreement signed in 2015 set climate-change targets, to this end, many countries
around the world have made carbon neutral commitments. Vigorously developing electric vehicles is
one of the effective ways to achieve carbon neutrality, power battery is an important component in
the electric vehicle industry chain, and high-nickel ternary lithium battery is becoming the
mainstream, accounting for a gradually increasing proportion. Nickel is listed in the list of 24
strategic minerals by China in 2016, and also listed as a national crisis mineral or strategic mineral of
priority concern by the United States, Japan, and other countries. It is mainly used in the fields of
steel, nickel-based alloy, electroplating and batteries (Reck et al., 2008; Eggert, 2011). Under the
background of carbon peak and carbon neutralization, with the rapid growth of nickel demand in
electric vehicle batteries, the sustainable development and utilization of nickel resources have become
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a global concern (Gulley et al., 2018). Using different scenarios,
Elshkaki et al. (2017) calculate that nickel demand will increase by
140–175% by 2025 and 215–350% by 2050. It can be seen that the
market demand for nickel resources continues to increase in the
future (Alvial-Hein et al., 2021). Although the production rate of
nickel is greatly improved compared with that before the last
century, mineral resources are limited, and continuous
exploitation will eventually lead to exhaustion. The rapid
depletion of resources calls for sustainable exploitation and
utilization of resources (Mudd, 2010; Lederer et al., 2016).
According to the United States Geological Survey (USGS),
there are 89 million tons of nickel in the world in 2019, which
at current rates of production would last about 37 years. The top
three countries with the largest nickel reserves are Indonesia,
Australia and Brazil, accounting for 60% of the world’s nickel. In
recent years, with the development of new energy vehicles, the
importance of nickel has been emphasized, so Indonesia has
banned nickel exports more than once to improve its industrial
structure. Resource export restriction will bring some uncertainty
to global resource supply security (Teo, 2017), the shortage of a
key strategic resource will endanger the healthy and orderly
development of the whole industry chain (Graedel et al., 2015).

The industrial chain is a chain network organization system
composed of various layers from the initial production of raw
materials to the final product sales. The complex trade
relationship of resources in each layer and between layers of
the industrial chain forms a multi-layer trade network. As
globalization continues to accelerate and countries involved in
trade become more and more closely connected, countries
around the world are vulnerable to trade disruptions (Liu and
Muller, 2013). The industrial chain itself is a complex multi-layer
network chain structure, its risks lurk in the industrial chain,
always threatening its normal operation and development
(Klimek et al., 2015). However, at present, researches based on
trade crisis dissemination mainly focus on single-layer networks
(Chen et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), using the multi-layer
network theory to describe and analyze crisis propagation, it can
explain the robustness of inter-layer associated networks when
they encounter interference or attack, thus providing a scientific
basis for further network optimization.

At present, a large number of scholars have begun to study the
propagation of crisis communication in multi-layer networks.
Danziger et al. (2018) proposed a dynamic dependency
framework and used it to study synchronization and
propagation processes in multi-layer networks with interaction
layers. Gong et al. (2013) constructed an interdependent multi-
layer network to analyze the cascading propagation of supply
chains. Some scholars have also built a multi-layer copper trading
network, using the complex network theory to determine the
relationship between the copper raw material trade network and
the copper scrap trade network, and understand the impact of
China’s import ban on the multi-layer copper trading network
(Hu et al., 2020). However, from mining to the use of nickel in
various industries, all layers of the nickel industry chain are
interlinked and interact with each other. When there is a shortage
of goods in one layer of a country, it is likely to cause the supply of
raw materials in the production of goods in the next layer to be

insufficient. Then the output of the next layer will be affected,
when the impact exceeds a certain limit, the supply risk of the
next layer may be triggered. Therefore, on the one hand, it is
necessary to understand the correlation between the upper and
lower layers of the industrial chain, and on the other hand, we
want to know the impact of problems in a layer on the
international trade of the whole nickel industrial chain, so as
to provide important reference for the development strategies of
nickel-related industries of various countries more
macroscopically.

Therefore, considering the frequent occurrence of
Indonesia’s export restriction policies in recent years, to
understand the complex relationship between different
layers of the whole nickel industry chain and evaluate the
impact of Indonesia’s supply shock, this paper analyzes the
evolution characteristics of the trade structure of the global
nickel industry chain by constructing a multi-layer trade
network. Also, a supply crisis propagation model is
constructed to simulate the impact of Indonesia’s supply
shock on the nickel industry chain and the crisis
propagation path. The rest of this article is organized as
follows. Section 2 mainly introduces the data and methods,
including the construction of network and the construction of
the crisis propagation model. Section 3 mainly analyzes the
complex relationship between the multi-layer network of the
nickel industry chain and the impact of Indonesia’s supply
shock. Section 4 provides the main conclusion and discussion.

DATA AND METHOD

Data
According to the whole nickel life cycle process, this paper divides
the nickel industry chain into three layers: upstream, midstream
and downstream. The upstream products mainly refer to nickel
ore and concentrate and nickel matte, the midstream products
mainly include refined nickel and intermediate nickel products,
the downstream products are final consumer goods containing
nickel. See Table 1 for the Harmonization System Code (HS
Code) and nickel content of products involved. Nickel-containing
products and nickel-containing coefficients (how much nickel is
contained in 1 Kg nickel product) refer to the article of (Nakajima
et al., 2018). In this paper, we download and use trade data of all
commodities related to the nickel industry chain from 2010 to
2019 from the UN Comtrade database, including import and
export flows of countries around the world. The volume of trade
is measured in Kg. In this study, some countries with low trade
volume are excluded, leaving the trade flows in the top 95% of the
total trade volume. However, the elimination of these trade
relations and trading countries does not affect the impact on
the major trading countries and trade relations, including 186
countries. It should be noted that due to the slight differences in
statistical diameters among countries, some inconsistency exists
between the statistics reported by a country and their trade
partners. Therefore, for unification, the maximum value of the
statistics from a reporting country and its partners as the trade
value in this paper.
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Construction and Characteristic Analysis of
Multi-Layer Network
This paper constructs a nickel industry chain multi-layer trade
network from 2010 to 2019. The multi-layer trade network
includes three layers, namely the upstream trade network, the
midstream trade network and the downstream trade network. By
using nodes to represent countries and edges to represent trade
relations between nodes, the global nickel industrial chain trade
network is constructed as Gt

Lm
� (Vt

Lm
，Et

Lm
). t represents a year

from 2010 to 2019. Lm (m = 1,2,3) represents each trade layer of
the nickel industrial chain, wherein L1 represents the upstream
trade layer of the nickel industrial chain, L2 represents the
midstream trade layer, and L3 represents the downstream
trade layer. The set of countries involved in each layer is
defined as Vt

Lm
� {v1, v2, . . . , vNt

Lm
}, where Nt

Lm
refers to the

number of countries participating in trade in Lm layer in
t year. The set of trade relations is defined as
Et
Lm

� {eij, i, j ∈ Vt
Lm
}. Here, eij = 1 if country i exports

containing nickel products to country j, otherwise eij = 0. In
addition, the trade flow in this paper mainly refers to the flow of
nickel element. We express the flow of nickel between countries at
the layer Lm of the industrial chain as follows:

C(t,Lm)
ij � ∑n

q�1(Wq
ijppq) (1)

Where, n represents the quantity of nickel-containing products in
layer Lm, q represents a nickel-containing product involved in
layer Lm, W

q
ij represents the weight of nickel-containing product

q exported from country i to country j, and pq is the nickel-
containing coefficient of product q.

This paper analyzes the dynamic evolution characteristics of
global nickel industry chain trade by selecting average weighting
degree, density, average clustering coefficient, and average shortest
path length. Here, at each layer of the nickel industrial chain, the
averageweighted degree is used to represent the average trade volume
of all participating countries, the density of graphs and the average
agglomeration coefficient are used to represent the closeness between
participating countries, and the average shortest path length means

that through at least how many countries can two countries in the
trade network form trade relations.

(1) The average weighted degree

The weighted degree wi of node ni displays the sum of imports
and exports of country ni. the greater the value is, the higher its
trade volume becomes (Garlaschelli and Loffredo, 2005). The
definition is as follows:

wi � ∑vN

j�1 eijpwij +∑vN

j�1 ejipwji (2)

�w � ∑wi

N
(3)

Where wi is the weighted degree of node ni, and wij is the weight
of edge eij. �w represents the average weighted degree of all nodes
in this network.

(2) Destiny

Network density (D) is another metric used to measure how
tight the relationships between nodes are. In a trade network, the
greater the density, the closer the relationship between countries,
which is defined as (Fischer and Shavit, 1995):

D � p

N(N − 1) (4)

Where p represents the number of actual trade relationship in the
network, and N represents the number of all countries in the
network.

(3) The average clustering coefficient

The clustering coefficient can measure the possibility of trade
relationships between two countries that have trade relationships
with ni, and can reflect the closeness of trade relations between
countries in the network, with a range of 0–1. It is defined as
(Fischer and Shavit, 1995):

TABLE 1 | Nickel content and HS Code in different layers.

Layers Nickel content HS code

upstream 0.015–0.75 2604; 750110
midstream 0.00003–1 282540;282735;283324;381511;720260;750120;7218;7219;7220;7221;7222;7223;7504;7508;7601;7602;7603;7604;

7605;7606;7607;7608;7609;7610;7611;7612;7613;7614;7615;7616;731414;732393;732410;740822;740940;741122;
750210;750220;750511;750512;750521;750522;750610;750620;750711;750712;750720;850730;850740

downstream 0.00004–0.02 8401;8402;8403;8404;8405;8406;8407;8408;8409;8410;8411;8412;8413;8414;8415;8416;8417;8418;8419;8420;
8421;8422;8423;8424;8425;8426;8427;8428;8429;8430;8431;8432;8433;8434;8435;8436;8437;8438;8439;8440;
8441;8442;8443;8444;8445;8446;8447;8448;8449;8450;8451;8452;8453;8454;8455;8456;8457;8458;8459;8460;
8461;8462;8463;8464;8465;8466;8467;8468;8469;8470;8471;8472;8473;8474;8475;8476;8477;8478;8479;8480;
8481;8482;8483;8484;8485;8501;8502;8503;8504;8505;8506;8508;8509;8510;8511;8512;8513;8514;8515;8516;
8517;8518;8519;8520;8521;8522;8523;8524;8525;8526;8527;8528;8529;8530;8531;8532;8533;8534;8535;8536;
8537;8538;8539;8540;8541;8542;8543;8544;8545;8546;8547;8548;8601;8602;8603;8604;8605;8606;8607;8608;
8609;8701;8702;8703;8704;8705;8706;8707;8708;8709;8710;8711;8712;8713;8714;8715;8716;8801;8802;8803;
8804;8805;8901;8902;8903;8904;8905;8906;8907;8908;9001;9002;9003;9004;9005;9006;9007;9008;9009;9010;
9011;9012;9013;9014;9015;9016;9017;9018;9019;9020;9021;9022;9023;9024;9025;9026;9027;9028;9029;9030;

9031;9032;9033;9101;9102;9103;9104;9105;9106;9107;9108;9109;9110;9111;9112;9113;9114
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Ci � 2ei/∑N

j�1eij
⎛⎝∑N

j�1eij − 1⎞⎠ (5)

�C � 1
N

∑N

i�1Ci (6)

Where Ci is the clustering coefficient of ni, ei represents the real
number of trade relations between trading countries of ni, and �C
is the average clustering coefficient of all nodes in the network.

(4) The average shortest path length

The average shortest path length is the average shortest
distance between nodes in the trade network. The smaller the
value is, through the fewer transmissions that any two nodes in
the network can have a trade relationship. The definition is as
follows:

L � 1
N(N − 1) ∑i,j

d(vi, vj) (7)

Where L is the average shortest path length between nodes in the
network, and N represents the total number of nodes in the
network.

Topological Correlation Between Different
Layers of the Industrial Chain
The relationship between different layers of the industrial chain is
complicated and there must be some correlation between layers.
Therefore, this paper analyzes the correlation between different
layers of the industrial chain from the perspectives of node and edge.

In this paper, the node/edge overlap rate between two layers is
selected to reflect the correlation between them. Taking the
upstream layer L1 and the midstream layer L2 as examples,
the definitions are as follows (Hu et al., 2020):

on(L1 ,L2) � VL1 ∩ VL2

VL1 ∪ VL2
(8)

oe(L1 ,L2) � EL1 ∩ EL2

EL1 ∪ EL2
(9)

Where, on(L1 ,L2) and oe(L1 ,L2) represent the overlap of nodes and
edges between L1 and L2 layers respectively, and VL1 and EL1

represent nodes and edges of L1 layer respectively.
Node degree refers to the number of edges associated with the

node. Node strength is the sum of the weights of the edges
connected to the node. To verify whether countries with high
node degree or node strength at one layer of the nickel industrial
chain also have high node degree or strength at other layers, this
paper introduces an indicator:

μ(nr(k[t,L1]i , t)) � k[t,L2]i

max(k[t,L2]i ) (10)

nr(k[t,L1]i ) � r(k[t,L1]i )
N[t,L1] (11)

Where, r(k[t,L1]i ) refers to the ranking of country i in the upstream
layer of the nickel industry chain in t year, andN[t,L1] refers to the

number of all countries participating in the trade of the upstream
layer in t year. Therefore, nr(k[t,L1]i ) refers to the normalized
ranking of node degree of country i in the upstream layer of nickel
industry chain. k[t,L1]i and k[t,L2]i represent the degree of country i
in the upstream and midstream layers respectively. The
max(k[t,L2]i ) represents the maximum value of the country
degree in the midstream in t year.

For the node strength of a country, its index is defined as:

μ(nr(s[t,L1]i , t)) � s[t,L2]i

max(s[t,L2]i ) (12)

nr(s[t,L1]i ) � r(s[t,L1]i )
N[t,L1] (13)

Where, r(s[t,L1]i ) refers to the ranking of strengthening degree of
country i in the upstream layer of the nickel industrial chain in t year,
and nr(s[t,L1]i ) refers to the normalized ranking of node strength of
country i in the upstream layer. s[t,L1]i and s[t,L2]i represent the node
strength degree of country i in the upstream and midstream layers
respectively. max(s[t,L2]i ) represents the maximum value of node
strength degree in the midstream layer in t year.

Construction of Multi-Layer Crisis
Propagation Model
Based on the multi-level trade network of the nickel industry
chain, this paper constructs a crisis propagation model to
simulate the impact of Indonesia’s export reduction on the
whole nickel industry chain and assumes Indonesia as the
source of crisis i. The aim is to explore how this supply crisis
will damage all layers of the nickel chain when Indonesia exports
decline, how it will affect other countries, and how the crisis
spreads from upstream to downstream of the chain. Based on this
idea, the risk communication model of the whole industrial chain
is simply described as follows:

(1) Assume that the state of all countries in the whole industrial
chain is normal, as shown in Figure 1A

(2) Assuming that Indonesia is the crisis source country i,
Indonesia restricts the export of nickel ore, as shown in
Figure 1B. If the export volume of crisis source I is reduced
by alpha (Occurrence of supply risk, expressed by a reduction
in export volume), the reduced export volume is expressed
with ΔW, then the existing export volume becomes:

W′ � (1 − α)W (α ∈ [0, 1]) (14)
ΔW � αW (15)

Where, α is an adjustable parameter, which can be adjusted
according to research needs to simulate the influence of trade
volume on the whole nickel industry chain in different degrees.

(3) Countries in the upstream trading layer that have a direct
trade relationship with Indonesia will be affected, such
countries as country D and country B at the upstream
layer in Figure 1C will continue to spread the crisis to
other countries in the upstream layer and the midstream
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layer. Here, when we judge how the affected countries spread
down, there are certain differences in the import and export
of nickel resources in different countries, and the degree of
risk transmission should be different accordingly (Foti et al.,
2013). First, we should judge the import and export volume
of the country affected by the risk. If the country is a net
exporter, its export decrease is the same as its import
decrease. If it is a net importer, it will decrease
proportionately. In Figure 1C, country B is the crisis-
affected country, and its export reduction is calculated by
judging whether country B is a net importer or exporter:

ΔWBE �
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

ΔWIB B is a net exporter

(Wimport − ΔWIB)
Wimport

× Wexport B is a net importer

(16)
Where, Where, ΔWBE is the export decrease of country B, ΔWIB

is the import decrease of country B. Wimport and Wexport are the
original import and export volume of country B respectively.

(4) Affected by the reduction of production capacity in the
upstream layer, some countries in the midstream layer
become the source of crisis transmission, as shown in
Figure 1D, countries B, D and E in the midstream layer.

(5) As in Step 3, crisis transmission sources B, D, and E in the
midstream layer spread the crisis to other countries in the
layer and to the downstream layer, as shown in Figure 1E.

(6) Similarly, countries C, D and E in downstream of Figure 1E
become sources of crisis transmission and spread the crisis to
other countries in this layer. The simulation is terminated
until the trade volume of all countries in the whole industrial
chain reaches a stable (Figure 1F).

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Structural Evolution of Nickel Industry
Chain Multilayer Network
To evaluate the development of the global nickel industry chain,
this paper studies its evolution characteristics from 2010 to 2019.
The analysis shows that the global nickel industry chain
development is relatively stable except 2013. Countries and
their trade relations have little differences between the
upstream and midstream of the industrial chain involved in
nickel resource trade (Figures 2A,B), while countries and their
trade relations are relatively large in the downstream. It is clear
that trade countries and trade relations plummeted in 2013. The
reason may be that Indonesia has issued seven policies related to
banning the export of nickel ore successively in 2013, and it was
stipulated in 2012 that the export of raw nickel ore would be
banned in 2014. Therefore, major trading countries in
downstream of the nickel industry chain increase the import
of nickel products related to the downstream for reserve. In
addition, as only 95% of the total trade volume is studied in this
paper, the vast majority of downstream products are controlled

FIGURE 1 | A diagram of crisis transmission (A)1,(B)2,(C)3,(D)4,(E)5,(F)6. Note: Each layer in each subgraph represents each layer of the nickel industry chain.
Green and red spheres represent countries involved in trade, green spheres represent normal countries, and red spheres represent affected countries. Solid arrows
indicate the flow of trade within layers, and dotted lines indicate the flow of nickel material between layers. A red line indicates a decrease in material flow.
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by a few trading countries, which is also one of the main reasons
for the sudden increase in the average weighted degree of
downstream nickel industry chain in 2013 (Figure 2C). In
terms of the tightness of trade relations, Figures 2D,E show
that the trade relations between countries in the nickel industry
chain are relatively close and stable in the past decade, and the
trade relations between countries in the upstream layer of the
nickel industry chain are the loosest. At any level of the nickel
industry chain, at most three countries can form trade relations
(Figure 2F).

The Correlation Between Nickel Industrial
Chain Layers
Figure 3 shows the correlation between layers of the nickel
industry chain. As shown in Figure 3A, the countries that
overlap between layers of the nickel industrial chain have
basically remained stable over the past decade. The overlap
rate between countries participating in upstream trade and
midstream trade is the highest, reaching 72% in 2019,

indicating that countries participating in upstream trade of
nickel industry chain also actively participated in midstream
in 2019. Taking the upstream and midstream of the industrial
chain as an example, the horizontal coordinate in Figure 3B
shows the nodes in descending order of node degree in the trade
network of the upstream and shows the degree changes of
countries participating in the trade of midstream. The results
show that when a country has more trade relations upstream, it
tends to establish more trade channels in the midstream of the
nickel industry chain. Similarly, most of the countries with higher
trade value in the upstream also have higher point strength in the
midstream of the nickel industry chain (Figure 3C). We also
study the correlation between layers of the nickel industry chain
from the perspective of national trade relations (edges).
Figure 3D shows that the overlap rate of trade relations
between countries at different layers in the nickel industry
chain is basically stable during the decade, among which the
overlap rate between the midstream and downstream is the
highest. However, compared with the overlap rate of nodes
(Figure 3A), the overlap ratio of trade relations between layers

FIGURE 2 | Trade evolution of nickel industry chain trade from 2010 to 2019 (A) nodes, (B) edges, (C) he average weighted degree, (D) density, (E) average
clustering coefficient, (F) average shortest path length. Note: L1, L2 and L3 represent the upstream,midstream and downstream of the nickel industry chain respectively.
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is relatively low. The reason may be that there is a large gap in the
number of trade relations at different layers of the nickel industry
chain (Figure 2B).

The Impact of Indonesia Supply Shocks
Through the above analysis, we find that there is a certain
correlation between layers of the nickel industry chain.
Indonesia is a major nickel producer and has had several
export bans in recent years. Therefore, using 10-year trade
data from 2010 to 2019, this paper constructs a multi-layer
crisis propagation model of the nickel industry chain and

simulates the impact of the upstream Indonesian nickel
resource supply shock on the whole nickel industry chain and
how the shock spreads from the upstream to the whole nickel
industry chain.

The Overall Impact on the Industrial Chain
The overall impact of Indonesia’s export supply shock on the
nickel industry chain is analyzed in this paper. By adjusting α in
Formula 1, we adjust the export supply shock of Indonesia to
varying degrees (Table 2). The results show that with the increase
of supply shock, on the one hand, more and more countries are

FIGURE 3 | Correlation analysis between layers of nickel industry chain in terms of nodes and edges (A) the changes in the proportion of nodes between layers of
the nickel industrial chain, (B) the changes in degree of standardized nodes in the midstream based on the nodes in the upstream, (C) the changes in intensity of
standardized nodes in the midstream, respectively, based on the nodes in the upstream, (D) the changes in the proportion edges between layers of the nickel industrial
chain. Note: For (B,C), the abscissa represents the rank of node degree/intensity, and the ordinate represents the year of study. For each year, we first rank them in
reverse order of node degree/intensity in the upstream, for each line, we calculate the normalized value of node degree/strength in the midstream through formulas 4–7.
The redder the color is, the greater the value is.

TABLE 2 | The impact of upstream supply shocks in Indonesia on the industry chain.

Reduced proportion in
Indonesia’s exports (%)

Proportion of countries
whose imports fell

by more than
10 (%)in the
upstream

Proportion of countries
whose imports fell

by more than
10 (%)in the
midstream

Proportion of countries
whose imports fell

by more than
10 (%)in the
downstream

10 0 0 0
20 5 0 0
30 13 0 1
40 20 1 2
50 23 12 13
60 25 17 30
70 26 21 47
80 27 29 56
90 27 34 64
100 28 36 67
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affected at all layers of the industrial chain, and on the other hand,
the influence gradually concentrates to the downstream. When
Indonesia’s exports fall by less than 40%, countries in the
upstream are more affected, and those in the midstream and
downstream are less affected. When Indonesia’s export decreased
by more than 50%, the impact gradually concentrated to the

downstream, the number of countries affected in the downstream
by more than 10% is gradually increasing, and all of them are
larger than the proportion of countries affected in the upstream
and midstream. When Indonesia’s supply exports decrease by
50%, 23% of the countries in the upstream imports decrease by
more than 10%, and about 12% of the countries in the midstream

FIGURE 4 | The geographical distribution of the impact degree in countries at different layers of the nickel industry chain (A) upstream, (B) midstream, (C)
downstream. Note: The depth of color in the figure indicates the degree of impact. The darker the color, the greater the impact and the greater the import volume
reduction. The top 10 most affected countries are marked.
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and downstream imports decrease by more than 10%,
respectively.

Countries Most Affected by Supply Shocks
When there is a supply shock in Indonesia (a 50% reduction in
exports), there are also certain differences among countries that are
more affected in different layers of the nickel chain (Figure 4). Half
of the 10 countries most affected in the upstream are in Europe, but
China and Japan are the most affected, their import decline is
significantly higher than that of other countries, mainly because
Indonesia’s upstream nickel resources are mainly exported to China
and Japan. The 10 most affected countries in the midstream are
mainly in Asia and Europe except the USA, with China being the
most affected. The downstream countries most affected are South
Africa,Mexico, and the USA, so they are themajor importers of final
consumer goods containing nickel. The overall analysis shows that
along the industrial chain, the number of affected countries gradually
increases, and the difference of affected degree gradually decreases.
China is among the 10 countries most affected at each layer, with
Japan, South Korea, Germany and the USA appearing twice.

The Impact of the Crisis Propagation Path
Figure 5 shows the transmission path of the impact of Indonesia’s
nickel raw material export reduction on the whole industrial chain.
The chart shows only the top 20 trade relationships with decreasing
trade volume at each layer of the industry chain. Red represents the
upstream trading layer of the nickel industry chain. We find that
Indonesia mainly transmits the crisis to Japan and China in the
upstream layer, while other countries are less affected. The main
reason is that resources upstream are all in the hands of a few
countries, no matter in the direction of import or export. Indonesia
is themain resources producer, while Japan and China are themajor
resources importers. Blue represents the layer in the middle reaches
of the nickel industrial chain. We find that the risk sources in the
middle reaches are mainly China and Japan. After the reduction of
nickel resources upstream, China and Japan will reduce the
production of the midstream and spread the crisis to other
countries in the midstream. Green represents the downstream of
the nickel industry chain. Similarly, the crisis sources downstream
are also China and Japan, which spread the crisis to downstream by
reducing the production of downstream products.

FIGURE 5 | The main route of crisis propagation in the nickel industry chain. Note: the nodes represent countries, the edges represent trade relations between
countries, the direction of the arrow represents the direction of trade flow, and the wider the edge, the greater the reduction of nickel material. Red nodes and lines
represent the upstream layer of the industrial chain, blue nodes and lines represent the midstream layer, and green nodes and lines represent the downstream layer. The
number 1,2,3 following the national abbreviation represents the upstream, middle and downstream of the industrial chain respectively. (See Supplementary
Materials for the country names corresponding to the abbreviations).
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DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS

First, we review the evolution characteristics of multi-layer trade
networks in the nickel industry chain from 2010 to 2019. The
results show that the evolution of the nickel industrial chain is
relatively stable from 2010 to 2019, however, the change of export
policies of major resource-producing countries can lead to the
change of the nickel industrial chain trade pattern. Possibly
influenced by various policies related to banning nickel ore
exports issued by Indonesia since 2012, countries involved in
trade and trade relations between countries plummeted in 2013,
while the average trade volume in the downstream soared. At the
same time, there are also some differences between the trade
networks at all layers of the nickel industry chain, and the trade
links between countries participating in the upstream trade are
the loosest.

Secondly, we have analyzed the interdependence between
industrial chain layers, and the close correlation between the
CRM trade network and CWS trade network is identified from
the perspective of different structural characteristics determine
the close correlation between industrial chain layers from
different structural characteristics. In particular, the trade
volume and the trade relations between nickel industrial chain
layers are highly positive. That is, if a country establishes more
trade relations and owns more trade volume in one layer of the
nickel industry chain, it generally also has a large number of
trading partners and considerable trade volume in other layers.
Similarly, if two countries are close at one layer, they tend to
establish a tight trade relationship at other layers of the industry
chain. In addition, due to the large gap in the number of trade
relations between different layers of the nickel industry chain, the
proportion of overlapping trade relations between layers is
relatively low compared with the overlapping rate of
participating countries.

Finally, we build a multi-layer network crisis propagation
model for the nickel industry chain to simulate the impact of
the upstream supply shock in Indonesia. The results show that
with the increase of supply shock in Indonesia, the impact
gradually concentrated to the downstream of the industrial
chain. By analyzing the impact of Indonesia’s supply shock on
countries at different layers of the nickel industry chain, it is
found that along the direction of the industrial chain, the number
of countries affected gradually increases, but the difference of the
impact degree gradually decreases. By analyzing the impact
transmission path of Indonesia nickel raw material supply
shock in the whole industrial chain, it is found that the crisis
is mainly spread to the midstream and downstream of the
industrial chain via China and Japan.

Based on the above analysis, this paper puts forward the
following policy suggestions:

(1) Countries like Indonesia and the Philippines, as major
exporters of nickel upstream resources, should reasonably
regulate their export bans to avoid the sudden interruption of
upstream resources leading to the healthy and orderly
development of the global nickel industry chain. In recent
years, to increase the added value of products and boost the

development of the local economy, Indonesia has issued
more than one policy to improve the industrial structure
by banning the export of nickel ore and has been
implementing it in advance. In the high-speed
development of new energy vehicles, stainless steel
production continues to increase, nickel-iron capacity
release is not as expected and other factors intertwined, it
is likely to cause nickel prices to rise sharply, resulting in
chaos in the trade market.

(2) Countries such as China and Japan must find more ways to
ensure the stable supply of upstream resources if they want to
guarantee the development of their industrial chain. With
few domestic resources, these countries are more than 90%
dependent on foreign countries. The promulgation of the ban
has caused a considerable impact on their industrial chain.
On the one hand, these countries can look for new sources of
resources. We know that diversification of trade links can
reduce dependence on a single country. Except for Indonesia,
the Philippines, which has seen its nickel reserves and grades
decline due to heavy exports in recent years, and New
Caledonia may be the place to look for an increase in
exports. On the other hand, they could invest heavily in
Indonesia and other nickel-rich countries and strengthen
nickel mining projects with these countries, holding the
advantage of high and new technology firmly in hand,
maintaining its control over the global industrial chain, so
as to avoid the phenomenon of resources being “choked up.”
In addition, continuing efforts to develop ore extraction
technology is also an effective way to alleviate the supply
crisis, nickel resources can be recycled more effectively with
the improvement of technology.

(3) For all countries, nickel trade should be developed from the
perspective of the whole industrial chain. From the above
analysis, we know that the trade networks between the
industrial chain layers are highly correlated, and the
supply shock of the upstream will affect the whole
industrial chain. Thus, focusing on a single-layer network
will cause some countries to underestimate risks, while others
may miss out on opportunities to expand trade. For example,
South Africa, which imports a lot of downstream nickel
products from China and Japan, should be aware not only
of the risks posed by China and Japan but also of the risks
they may face.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

With the rapid growth of the demand for nickel in electric vehicle
batteries, the sustainable development and utilization of nickel
resources have become a global concern. The industrial chain is a
chain network organization system composed of various layers
from the initial production of raw materials to the sale of final
products. Changes in export policies of some core countries are
likely to have a great impact on this system. Each country needs to
ensure the safe supply of nickel resources to determine the
complex relationships in the industrial chain and understand
the impact of export policies. Therefore, based on the complex
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network theory and the United Nations database, this paper
firstly constructs the multi-layer trade networks of the nickel
industrial chain from 2010 to 2019, analyzes the evolution
characteristics of multi-layer trade structures, and the
correlation between different layers. On this basis, a multi-
layer trade crisis propagation model of the nickel industry
chain is constructed to simulate the supply crisis impact and
its propagation path of Indonesia’s supply shock. The main
results are as follows: 1) the variation of the export policy of
major resource-producing countries is likely to lead to the change
of trade pattern of the whole industrial chain. 2) Each country
should gradually improve the construction of its industrial chain.
On the one hand, the construction of the “whole industrial chain”
can reduce the impact of international factors fluctuations on
domestic production activities, on the other hand, it can improve
the status of the country in the whole industrial chain. 3) All
countries should develop nickel trade from an overall perspective,
pay close attention to all layers of the nickel industrial chain, and
understand the position of each country in the industrial chain
and the cross-layer relationship between all layers, to establish
trade relations more effectively.

This paper builds a crisis propagation model of the nickel
industry chain, on the one hand, it can simulate the impact of
changes in any link on the whole industry chain, on the other hand,
COVID-19 and trade frictions have occurred from time to time in
recent years, we also hope that this model can be extended to other
key mineral fields. However, this model can draw corresponding
quantitative conclusions by studying the impact of risks on different
countries, but due to space constraints, this manuscript does not
show them. In addition, after the occurrence of crisis, how to adjust
the industrial structure of each country is also our next research plan.
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